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OAR DNA
ROWING + STRENGTH TRAINING 
+ COMMITMENT + COMMUNITY  

OAR Studio is a boutique indoor rowing  and 

strength training studio located in Lambertville, NJ. 

We offer private group fitness classes and partner 

team building exercises. The team that gets strong 

together, works well together. We are an uplifting, 

intimate and inclusive environment.



OAR 
CULTURE =
REASON
FOR BEING 

Mission

Our mission is to create an environment of success, 

health and wellness for all our clients. We believe 

exercise is a way of life and strengthens our 

communities and inter-relationships. 

Vision

OAR is our commitment to the community. We 

believe strongly that our health is connected to our 

wellness and our overall relationship with one 

another and the environment.

Brand Promise

We are a boutique fitness studio offering an array 

of cardio and strength exercises with the focus of 

informative training and personal guidance. We 

believe in the individual and focus on each client 

and their specific needs. We believe in results, and 

we will get you there.
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WHERE WE ARE
OAR Studio has opened its flagship 

space in Lambertville NJ

243 North Union Street, Suite 130

WHERE WE AIM TO BE
OAR Studio has a goal to be in many 

communities, providing boutique service 

to companies and organizations alike. 



OAR CULTURE
THE PEOPLE WE SERVE

We believe in inclusion. Everyone can be successful 

here at OAR Studio. We cater to the individual and 

support the harmony of all levels in each class. OAR 

can be at whatever level of difficulty that is suitable 

for you at any time through adjustments, weight 

manipulation and instruction.
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COMMUNITY PARTNER OFFERINGS

OAR will customize your 

workout based on the 

team's needs. We can do 

any combination of 

strength training and 

cardio, relaxation and 

restorative yoga. We 

make every experience 

with OAR different and 

fresh, including state of 

the art visuals and a 

personalized play list. 

We do partner work to 

build team dynamics.  

We promise it will be a 

rewarding experience.

PRIVATE CLASS
TEAM BUILDING

OAR offers a 10 pack of 

classes that can be given 

to clients, business 

associates or guests 

participating in events 

with your company.  We 

welcome any member 

through our Community 

Partnership. They can 

choose from any of our 

classes on our schedule. 

We welcome all levels of 

fitness. 

INDIVIDUAL PACK 
OF CLASSES

OAR offers a corporate 

membership where 

unlimited classes can be 

offered to your team. 

This allows for a 

seamless experience for 

your clients and 

employees, a home away 

from home, keeping 

wellness and mental 

fortitude strong in your 

company.  This is an 

incredible amenity to 

offer to your network.

CORPORATE 
MEMBERSHIP

Want to do an event in 

OAR, a sleek space full of 

glossy sophistication?  

Let our event planner 

make it a night, or 

afternoon or morning 

you won't forget. We can 

make it fitness oriented 

or just a cool meeting 

space. Want to do a 

fundraiser? We got you 

covered. Ask us for 

ideas. We have a lot  of 

them.

CORPORATE 
EVENTS



CLASS OFFERINGS

OAR Signature combines 

indoor rowing intervals 

with effective sculpting 

exercises for an ideal 

balance of cardio and 

strength training. Expect 

a heart-pumping, total 

body burn that 

incorporates rowing, 

dynamic stretches, 

bodyweight calisthenics, 

dumbbells, kettlebells 

and more.

OAR SIGNATURE

OAR Endurance 

challenges your mind 

and body with longer and 

specific rowing pieces. 

Develop mental 

fortitude, expand 

aerobic capacity and 

build stamina on the erg 

as you rack up meters 

with set pieces. This 

class is for anyone 

looking to build 

endurance. 

OAR ENDURANCE

OAR Core will challenge 

your aerobic engine with 

a rowing and core 

strength combination 

workout. Alternate 

between rowing sprints 

that will test your max 

effort and body weight 

exercises designed to 

burn fat. OAR Core will 

improve your posture, 

and build your core 

muscle groups. Expect to 

leave each class feeling 

motivated and stronger. 

OAR CORE

New to indoor rowing or 

want a refresher? OAR 

Fundamentals provides 

you with an in-depth 

introduction to indoor 

rowing for fitness. You’ll 

learn all the basics 

including machine 

settings, form, technique 

and more. This class sets 

you up to crush your 

rowing-based workouts 

going forward.

OAR FUNDAMENTALS



Centrally located in Lambertville, 

with dedicated parking, perfect for 

your influx of clients who can be 

offered the OAR experience through 

our Community Partnership.

Open in a convenient 
location to our 

corporate community

THE OAR STUDIO EXPERIENCE

OAR offers to our Community 

Partners the opportunity to 

customize their experience, from 

the workout to the music to the 

incredible visuals in our state of the 

art studio. 

Customize your 
experience

At OAR we only offer the top 

industry equipment and the trainers 

to back it up. All of our instructors 

are personable and knowledgeable.

Only top quality products 
and equipment



YOU CAN ACCOMPLISH GREAT THINGS 
WITH THE RIGHT PEOPLE, CULTURE, AND 

VALUES.

- David Sylvester, Founder OAR

OAR CULTURE



OAR STUDIO

243 N. Union Street Suite 130

Lambertville, New Jersey 08530

Phone Number

302-463-3209

Email Address

info@oarstudio.co

QUESTIONS?
GET IN TOUCH!


